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In 1942, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, America and its allies needed victories in battles and heroes through
which citizens and troops could rally to. The ‘Allied Fighters’ were banded together just for this purpose. Led by Captain
Invader, these legends of WWII fought against the powerful forces of the Axis Forces and won victory after victory. On VJ Day in 1945, the Allied Fighters disbanded and went their separate ways. It’s now the 21st Century and an old threat has
become new. The Allied Fighters are needed once again, with the original ‘Major’ Invader leading the team once again, this
band of old and new heroes will fight to save the world from any evil - new or old.

‘TEAMING’ WITH VINDICATION
The Vanguard’s Rikti War Zone base – A corner of the township of White Plains, outside of
Paragon City, Rhode Island. This base is home to those that make of the Vanguard: hundreds of
military, paramilitary, heroes, villains, vigilantes, rogues including the elite Vanguard
leadership. Here, those of the Vanguard are ableT to stage attacks and recover wounded while
defending against Rikti troops that continue to emanate from a crashed Rikti Mothership. Today’s
Rikti Mothership Raid briefing is for leaders who will lead teams in the ensuing offensive.

…at 1800 hours.
Initial attack
order for teams 1, 2
and 3 will be Pylons
11, 12, and 1o; teams
4, 5 and 6 will
initiate attacks on
17, 15 and 16.

Follow-on Pylons
will be announced
via the Raid Lead on
each teams’ comms
devices, since the
Rikti will know by
then they’re under
attack,

I cannot stress enough the expediency we
need to perform the Pylon attacks. Without
them, the Mothership’s shields will remain
energized, and our offensive assault will
instead result in staggering casualties.

The Crashed Rikti Mothership, for some unknown reason, has
continued to hold ground in and around this zone through what
seems a never-ending supply of Rikti troops. Intelligence
believes the Rikti have some type of low-powered ‘portal’
allowing their troops to be transported from their homeworld.
Although the Vanguard has confined the Rikti to this ‘war’ zone,
any lapse in diligence could result in another full-scale
invasion of Earth. Two invasions have already been repelled.
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Once all pylons are
down, the battle and
bombs phases will
commence. All teams
will converge on the
Mothership’s south
edge. Rikti resistance
will be heavy.

Military ground forces
will begin an artillery and
air assault on all
peripheral troops, keeping
them from joining the
battle on the mothership.

…if the mothership team
fails, their one-shot
teleporters dump them at
Point du Hoc, ergo, the site
MUST remain secure.

At this point, peripheral and auxiliary
forces are dismissed. Raid team leaders
remain for further classified info about the
Master-At-Arms Scenario.
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In addition, the
Pointe du Hoc
Defense team
MUST defend
their site…

Ms. Vindicator, that includes you.
You’ll have to leave while we do the
next part of this brief.
But…I thought I
was supposed to be
the Raid
Commander…

Negative,
Ms. V.

Lady Grey wants
you…and I quote…
‘nowhere near the
main battle’. Instead,
your assignment
is…wait, where are
you going??

AS YOU WERE!! Look,
Ms. Vindicator has made a
difference in Little
Round top and Pork Chop
Hill! NONE of you can
say that! Show some
respect!!

Think Ms. V’s
ever been
mistaken for a
man?

You secure
that $#!&,
Hicks!

Sorry, Commander
Apone. It’s just
that I’d like to
see my girlfriend
when this raid is
over. Now my
chances just got
better!

Hudson,
sir...he's
Hicks!

Nowhere, obviously.

*snicker*
Damn, that’s cold…

Game over, Ms. V!
Game over!
*giggle*
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Wow. So now I’m the joke of the
Vanguard? After all I’ve done? I
mean, it’s only been a day’s solid
effort, but it’s not like I didn’t
take down the Rikti…I mean…at
least all the time I wasn’t in the
Vanguard infirmary.

How could Lady Gray do this??
SHE’S the one that came to ME and
offered me a spot in the
Vanguard. I’ve taken out hundreds
of Rikti for them! How can she do

this to me??

Ms.
Vincent…??

Ms. Vincent…
Vindicator…
whatever your
name is…you
still need
your
assignment…

So what if I go out
in a blaze of glory
taking out the
Rikti? The World’ll
be better off with
less Rikti…and I’ll
finally be with Sam.
What’s it to them?
Not like I’m
responsible for
anyone here but me.

She wants me nowhere
near the raid party, huh?
Well after I go tell her
off, that’s EXACTLY
where I’m going! I’ll
show her! I’ll show all
of them! Ms. Vindicator
isn’t anyone to ‘F’ with!
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I mean, there are other
veteran team leaders that
can take lead in something
like a raid if I go down in
a fight.

No worries for them. The raid teams
would do just fine. I’d simply take
out as many Ritki with me on my way to
see Sam. Besides…who else needs me?
I’ve got no family. No friends.

Not like anyone
would cry for me if I
died on the
battlefield. That
‘briefing’ I just came
from proved that.

Hmmm? Where’s Lady
Grey? She’s usually
assigning Task
Forces at this time
from right under that
Vanguard banner.*

*Lady Grey’s been a little
busy in Galaxy City. See
our exciting double-sized
last issue for details!
-Omnipotent Deej
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She gets Commander Apone
to dump that news on me and
doesn’t have the brass to
stick around and defend her
decision? Figures.

Don’t matter. Teams leave in
15 minutes. I’ll just grab a
quick snack, toss some
Visine in my eyes…and then
sneak in with a raid team.

Ms. Vincent! The
raid starts in 15
minutes! Why aren’t
you at your post?

With that many super-powered
and veteran Vanguard troops, no
one’s going to recognize another
costume. Who knows? Maybe I’ll
get a crack at that “Master-AtArms” they’ve been all secretive
about.

How can you ask
that?!? YOU’RE the
one that ‘ganked’ me
from being the Raid
leader!
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HUH??
How’d
you…?
Never mind
that.

That’s right. I did. What of it?? Please
don’t tell me you’re out of sorts about that?

I was about to lead six
teams to wipe out several
hundred Rikti and you ask
if I’M out of sorts?!?

Out of…?!?
Are you
KIDDING
ME?!?

Yes.

To quote you, “I don’t want
her anywhere near the
battlefield”! What’s up with
that, ms. Stick-up-her…

I said
NOW,
young
lady.

That’s
quite
enough out
of you.

Now, power
down your
weapons so we
can have a more
civilized
conversation.
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That’s
better.

So you’re a
farm tractor
now?

You KNOW I can
plant the Rikti!
You know I can
plow through…

…what…??

You are a woman with
great power. Am I
expected to turn you in
for a pair of oxen?

Wha…? You’re
confusing me…

It’s actually quite simple. To follow
your ‘farming’ paradigm, why would
I replace you, an equivocal John
Deere 8345 Tractor for just two
Oxen? Bad trade if you ask me.

Instead, I would use you where I need you
most. You’d protect my interests…my
commodities, if you will. I can employ any
person I want. I’m good at that. You however,
are quite the commodity in this venue. I
won’t have you squandered about in a ‘raid’.

So I’m some
piece of meat
you think you
can control?
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Nonsense, Ms.
Vincent…

Very well then.
It’s your choice after all.

…you’re a
VALUABLE piece
of meat.

Personally, I consider your actions a
bit overly dramatic.

KISS MY ASS,
LIZZIE!! I’m
NOBODY’S meat!!
I’m outta here!
Try stopping me!

Regardless,
Remember this, my dear…

“Whenever you are in doubt, or when the self becomes
too much with you, apply the following test. Recall the
face of the poorest and the weakest man whom you may
have seen, and ask yourself if the step you contemplate
is going to be of any use to him.”

“Will he gain anything
by it? Will it restore
him to a control over his
own life and destiny?”
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Mahatma
Ghandhi.
Sam’s favorite
quote.

Sam would recite that to his teams
until it was burned into their
thoughts. The damnable thing is he
even got me to recite it as well; not
a simple task, I assure you.

I hate you.

Let’s cut to the chase, shall we,
Ms. Vincent? I need Pointe du
Hoc’s base secured in case the
Raid teams can’t finish the
job before the Mothership’s
shields regenerate.

You and your team of new recruits will hold that
site, no matter the cost. ‘If’ the raid teams ‘port
back to that base, and the Rikti have overrun it,
the raid teams will be slaughtered. Your team
will prevent that. Understood?

Wait…
what
team??
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The one before
you, of course.

They’re your responsibility
now, “Captain”. Try not to
lose any of them.

Er…ahm…Squad 1246-R, reporting
for duty…Captain…er…Ms.
Vindicator…uh…Captain…ma’am…
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Well, “Captain”…are you
going to acknowledge their
salute…

… or shall I have them bronzed as
statues for the entryway, hmm?
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I…just…
I mean…
I just can’t…
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Well…it ‘seems’ we need
to hold a base in hostile
territory…a base that
might save others.

What’s our orders,
Captain?

But first things first…what are
your names?

Uh…Vanguard
Recruit Danny
Delvecchio,
Ma’am.

Sergeant Trae
Valkos. Folks
call me “Tracer”,
Ma’am.

Ranger
Recruit
Armando
Rodruigez,
Captain.
Ranger Third
Class Dale
Faris,
Ma’am!
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*sigh*
Recruit
Erica Watts…
Ma’am.

See, captain? You’re off to a brilliant start. Now be a good leader,
say something motivating to the troops and get your backsides to
Pointe du Hoc in the next 10 minutes, if pleasantly possible.

Yea…right.

Ok, guys…look, I’m as far from
being a leader as Lady Grey is
from tact. I’m sorry we’re in this
position…but without us, it seems
a lot of good people may die. It’s
up to us to defend the base at
Pointe du Hoc…or die trying.

Today…well…we’re going to make
sure our raiders have that safe
place to ‘port back to. There are
only a few of us…and legions of
those damned Ritki troops…all
willing to take us down…
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…but let me tell you a little
something my husband once
told me when he was fighting
a giant Winter Lord…

“It’s not the size
of the dog in the
fight, it’s the size
of the fight in the
dog”.

I’m going out there as one
seriously pissed-off Pit Bull.

..join the “Pit Bull”
crew and let’s show the
Rikti who the top dogs
REALLY are.

If you got that
fight in you…

Otherwise, get
out of my way.
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As Cheryl strides towards the portal that
will open into the chaos of the Rikti War
Zone, she ponders. Lady Grey set her up.
Grey went and made her responsible for
these newbies. No ‘veterans’ to lean on.
It’s all on her. SAM would never let them
down; neither can she. That said, the one
big question plaguing her tumultuous
mind is simply ‘how will we survive’?
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THE LUCK ‘O THE IRISH (Cont.)
IN the meteor-devastated Galaxy City, a young new wanna-be hero from Ireland is trying
to make his way to find his father’s old WWII teammate, Major Invader. Each time he
tries to get help to do so, it seems his Irish luck has run out. But then again…

‘Aright. S’far, I cannae even
figure which ‘ay been East, West
South ‘o North. Smoke ‘n debris
s’nae making this a fair task.

Oh
really??

Ok, all the supplies
are off-loaded,
guys. Helo’s heading
back to Kings Row
for more PPD.

Now If’n I can figur’ away onta
that there copter… duh!…just
walk on over ere, dunce!

A’em beginnin’ te
think it’d be quicker
by helo than to walk
this mess.
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Nau a one’s a
paying any
attention a me.
All wrapped up
in the crisis!

S’like slippin’
outta school last
year!

Just stroll on a’er there. No lookin’
around. Show no worries. Show no cares.

Walk up th’ ramp like ye
belong an…

Whutdyaknow? It worked!
Now to the cockpit…

…an hang out
back here until
a’em closer ta
getting near
Major
Invader!

Minutes later, the Longbow Helo lifts off while a
certain young Irish lad hangs out in the cockpit
looking like he belongs. Next stop: Kings Row!
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On Foreign Soil (continued)
Captain Lithuania, fresh from one of the most remarkable battles in the recently meteor-devastated
Galaxy City*, was dropped off by helicopter at one of the adjoining tunnels from Galaxy City that
connects to a zone called Kings Row. After about a half-mile walk (and a chance for his battlesuit’s
charging capacitors to recharge most of his suit’s systems), the Captain finally arrives at the end of the
police-cordoned tunnel.

*See issues 4-8 for all the
action! –Dynamic Deej

In the early days of Paragon City, the area known as Kings Row was a shiny, bustling place filled with
hope and promise. Factories manufacturing goods and generating power created a feeling of strong,
blue-collar values. At that time, the area was called Kings Row because of one the most productive
factories to set up shop there: King Garment Works. Unfortunately, the prosperity didn’t last long. When
the Depression hit Paragon City, no area was affected more. Factories shut down, many workers were
laid off, and a great deal of the crime swept through the city. The crime bosses who set themselves up there
took on the name of the zone - The Kings. The Kings are long gone but the name has remained and to this
day, the area is regarded as a grimy place with a reputation for seediness.
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Coe. Terrance Coe. Why?
Where did you come from?

Are you in charge here,
Officer…?

Officer Coe, I just
walked the tunnel from
Galaxy City to here. I
noticed a series of
explosives rigged to
detonate mid-tunnel…

Number 1, What about it?
Number 2, who authorized you
to be in that tunnel?

…well, first off, since I was
there, I disarmed and safely
repacked all the explosives
for E.O.U.* to pick up. The
threat in Galaxy City’s been
neutralized and there’s no
need for you to collapse the
tunnel to prevent the meteor
creatures from spilling over
here into Kings Row.

*Explosives Ordnance
Unit –Bombastic Deej

No one’s authority but my own. By the
way, Officer Coe, I go by the name
Captain Lithuania.

and Number 2?

WAIT…“The” Captain Lithuania??

One and the same. I’m sorry if
I overstepped my…

Jones!! Get this man a
coffee. I think he‘s earned
one after the day he’s had.
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Much appreciated,
Officer Coe…
wow, that was
quick!
Thanks for this,
Officer Jones.

Don’t sweat about
that ‘authority’
thing. Your
reputation precedes
you.
Everyone by now
knows you’ve got
special forces and
E.O.D. training.

No problem,
Captain. We got a
whole Thermos of
it here from
‘Drenched Donuts’.
Least we can do.

Everyone??
How’s that
possible?

*SLURP*

The media took
some video of
you fighting
those aliens.
You’re being
called the ‘hero
of Galaxy
City’!

Hell, if the world didn’t know
who you were before this, the
media’s long since ‘enlightened’
them all about you now.

Hero of…??
No! It wasn’t
just me. Many
others…

You’re preachin’ to
the choir, Captain. I
know how the media
does things. I’m a
cop, after all.
My advice: enjoy it.
You’ve earned it.

Thanks Officer Coe, but…
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…you can call me “Terry”. Look, why don’t
you head on out. Get some rest. You’ve
earned it. We’ll take it from here.
Most folks
call me
“officer Coe”,
boss calls me
“Terrance”;
friends call
me “Terry”…

Gotcha, Terry.
Hey, offhand, do
you know anyone
who can help me
get in touch with
a certain “Major
Invader”?

Stay safe, Terry! By the way, I
monitor all local police feeds.
If you ever need me, call for
me by name. I’ll be there!

Yep. Talk to
Blue Shield.
Look for a
huge police
station south
of here. He’ll
be out front.
Like always.

…my Galaxy City hotel was
destroyed…almost with me
in it, took out hundreds
of meteor creatures,
engaged an Arachnos
Flyer and helped destroy
one damn big meteor
monster.

What a day it’s been!
I came back to
America yesterday
to accept Major
Invader’s Allied
Fighters invitation
and since then…

All that, and I
tried to save as
many Galaxy City
civilians as I
could during the
meteor storm.

I have to admit, though; the
suit held up great! It’s
NEVER been put to the test
like it went through today.
Now that I’m adding
up my last 24 hours,
it’s no wonder I’m
tired!

We lost some good heroes
today too; those 12 I
briefly fought beside
earlier in the day*. I
wish there was more I
could’ve done to save them.

*Hours for him, NAF
issue #3 for us! -Deej
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I’m hoping the Major’s got
a room for me wherever
he’s at that has access to a
hot shower and a meal.
…I’m going to
have to rely on
someone to tell
me how to
contact the
Major.

Well, without a cell phone, or a
1-800-Call-Major-Invader
number available…

“Paragon City Police
Department”. This must
be the place.
That must be Blue
Shield down there.

…and you must be…
Wow! To think I’m
about to talk to a
legend!

Hello! I’m…

Captain
Lithuania.

Blue Shield.
AH. Look, I was
wondering if you...
Can help
find Major
Invader.

There’s a portal on the
roof. It’ll take you to
where you need to go.

Yes. As a matter of
fact I’m…
Invited to join the
new Allied Fighters.

And that would be…

How do you know…

To the Allied
Fighter’s secret base.

I’m Blue Shield.

How do you know…
Right…Um…
I’m Blue Shield.
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Ok, then! Well, It
was…”interesting”
meeting...
No.

You were going to ask
when I enter a room if I
turn off the dark, rather
than turn on the lights.
…

No…
what??

No.

Ok. That
was…
interesting.
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This must be
the portal he
mentioned.

Do I step
into it?

So…how does
this thing
work?

How would it
even know
who I am?

Do I just
touch it?

I could be a villain
or worse yet, a
lawyer…

…oh, hell with
it! Just…GO!!

With a “Fwoom!” Captain Lithuania
disappears into the dance of plasmatic
blue lights. No one else is aware of the
Captain’s passage, except for Blue Shield
and a young lad costumed in green, exiting
from the recently landed helicopter…

Begora!

“Of all the paths a man could strike into,
there is, at any given moment, a best path...
A thing which, here and now, it were of all
things wisest for him to do...To find this
path, and walk in it, is the one thing
needful for him.” –Thomas Carlyle
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Hello and Welcome (continued)
Immediately after Atheyta’s impromptu “Press Conference”, she began asking others where Major
Invader was. She did not like waiting for him. She instead asked how to find him. She went back into
City Hall to “Master Scribe” Verne, who was only too quick to answer that all super groups have
access to certain base portals in each city zone, pending if they are powered up in their bases. Atheyta
demanded the location of the closest portal, praising Verne once again for his aid. Should said portal
not work however, Atheyta stated someone would ‘pay in blood’. Verne, quick-minded (and with
administrative portal controls), overrode security and authorized Atheyta to ‘port to the original
Allied Fighters base. For Atheyta, her incursion for Praetoria is finally about to begin...

It seems that the mortals were
correct. I now see the portal
they mentioned.

Harken all who
be present,
woman, for the
Goddess

Atheyta
has arrived!

I am truly excited to
see the Major,
though my
expectations may be
dashed upon seeing
a frail figure in
place of the titan I
remember from
decades past.

I can only hope
that our reunion
is met with wine
and not
excrement. My
sudden departure
made those many
decades ago did
not sit well with
him then when he
was a Captain.
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Regardless,
what’s past is
past. They will
accept Atheyta’s
sword, that I am
sure of. Simple
logic supports
that.

If their technology parallels
Praetoria’s in any similar
manner, all I have to do is reach
out into the field and…

As Atheyta reaches out to the blue swirls of energy, she feels a sensation of displacement. It’s
not until then does she realize that she feels like she is coming home. A smile spreads across
her face. A smile that hasn’t formed in many, many years. She allows the smile to form, as she
thinks about the glory days with her past comrades. Abruptly, her smile fades as she is pulled
back to more serious thoughts. Thoughts of her mission. Thoughts of her husband and emperor,
Marcus Cole. Thoughts of her impending duplicity that she must exact upon her time-honored
friends. Thoughts that again for some strange reason, return her to her wedding day to Cole.
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Home is to Happiness as Invasion is to…? (continued)
The Allied Fighters Headquarters. Since 1942, this secretive base has housed some of the most
incredible heroes and stories to ever be told. Several years ago, the base was locked down and abandoned
upon the demise of the last incarnation of Major Invader’s Allied Fighters. Today, the base has begun to
see the next wave of Allied Fighters slowly seep back amongst its walls. One such member was here
before it was locked down, and has returned to the hallowed hall of heroes. Doc Alleviation, the current
team doctor, has had a tumultuous day thusfar. A day that he needs to record, lest memory soon fails him.

Captain’s Log: Stardate 072913.3 Date:
29 July 2013
Allied Fighter HQ. Medical Log:
In lieu of having no operational
computer, I have started a written
Medical Bay log to record the events
and prognosis of the day.
Today, Major Invader and myself, Doc
Alleviation, have started the task of
recommissioning the old Allied
Fighters HQ. The Medical Bay is a
complete disaster with no operational
equipment, no unspoiled medicine
(other than smelling salts), and no
organization. Most items crated.
Attached to the back of this is the list of
supplies required to get us started.

Patient #1
Name: Unknown (John Doe )
Arrived: 29 July 2013 @ 0910 EDT.
Caucasian Male, mid 20s, blonde hair
blue eyes Height: 6’1” Weight: 150 lbs.,
Patient nonresponsive, not breathing,
no heartbeat or pulse. DoA. Time of
death: 29 July 2013 @ 0910:30 EDT
Cause of death: unknown
Dropped out of thin air in front of
medical bay by a strange Infinityshaped portal. Determined DoA on site.
No signs of rigor mortis. Death was
within mere minutes prior to travel to
base.
Follow-Up: See page 3

Patient #1 (cont.)
Name: Unknown (John Doe )

Wait a second! I
think I just
remembered who my
John Doe patient
looks like!

Follow-Up: On site physician, Doc
Alleviation administered mutant
healing powers to attempt revival of
Patient 1. Initial efforts – no response.
Administered mutant healing power
at over 150% rate.
At 0912, patient responded to revival
efforts. No post revival vitals taken due
to location and urgency. Patient 1
responded alert yet panicky. Exhibited
delusional signs ; repeated mumbling
“mother”, “home”, and “planet Earth”.
Post-recovery concerns: memory loss,
difficulty with balance and walking,
possible neurological . . …
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I remember
thumbing through
some of the Allied
Fighters’ old WWII
medical logs when I
was learning about
the team as a new
recruit here several
years ago.

I remember one of
the front-line WWII
heroes was hurt
from a sniper’s
bullet. He had the
same face as my John
Doe.

Here we are. Okinawa, May
th
10 , 1945. “Subject took
fire from Hill 302 cave
Japanese sniper through
shoulder. Through-andthrough wound”…blah-blahblah…”Stiches”…
yada…yada…

C’mon…where is
it…1943…1944…

HOLY CRAP!! This
picture!! It’s black and
white, but there’s no
question about it! Patient
#1…our “John Doe” has to
be…
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You’re kidding me,
right? Out of this
entire base, all
you could find was
one pair of
YELLOW Grandpa
Underwear??

Well, it was either
that or a pair of
grey underwear
from the 1950s the
Major keeps in his
top desk drawer
for luck…
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Seriously?
That’s wrong
on soooo
many levels.

Never mind
that. How
about telling
us where
you’ve been
since World
War II…

Stuff, I
guess.

So you admit you’re
really the ORIGINAL

The name feels
right. Other
than that, I
couldn’t tell
you for sure.
I mean, I’m
pretty sure
that’s my
codename.

from World War II?

I guess
so.

What do you
mean you
“Guess so”??
Are you or
aren’t you?

“Feels” right?
Can’t tell “for
sure”? What
kind of
answers are
those??
Truthful
ones. Ones I
can say
without
dropping
into a
painful
coma.
Capice?
…

Look, I’d love to
give you more
answers to the
mystery of ‘me’, but
when I try to
remember things…
my head…well…

…it feels like
someone’s pouring
acid in my brain as it
goes down into my
spine, all the while my
skin feels like it’s
on fire…and…well…
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…at this point, I’m
simply happy to be
alive and not dead.
You catching what
I’m tossin’ at ya?

As Doc Alleviation gets over the shock of what “Predominator” has told him, we take you instead
to the base’s current self-appointed engineer. It seems that Mr. Hamilton has had a bad day all
around. Losing his job, baited with a cryptic note and directions to the base, provided by Major
Invader, climbing through disgusting sewers, blasted by a guy with mental powers, and finally,
beset with several failures in restarting the base’s antiquated Motor Generator. But maybe…

OK, “Maggie”, it’s time
for you to show me what
you were built to do! Fire
all magnetos…NOW!!

C’mon,
Maggie…
do it…

You’re doing
it, baby!!!
C’mon! Keep
it coming!
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Shunting
Charging
capacitors…

…NOW!!

Eat your heart out, Tesla.

In an enthusiastic yet
uncharacteristic shout of
victory, Mr. Hamilton engages
the Motor Generator to the base
power distribution panel.

Before he
starts
about his
task, Mr.
Hamilton
pauses for
a minute.

After re-engaging
“Maggie’s” safety circuits,
Mr. Hamilton aligns the bus
feeds from the MG to the
base’s Power Distribution
Panels. From here out, all
he has to do is start up each
bay, one bay at a time.
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Never has
he had so
great a
technical
challenge.
Never has
he been so
proud to be
an
engineer.

After everyone in the base has heard the
echoing of Mr. Hamilton’s now-famous cheer,
and much to the surprise of Doc Alleviation,
the Base’s Entry Portal comes to life with an
explosion of pulsating blue energy.

WOW! Is it
supposed to do
that?

Actually, yes it is! I think
you’d enjoy exiting and
entering the base through
that rather than our
alternate access…through
the sewer pipes.

Where you
going, Doc?

Stay right there,
Dom! Let me inform
the Major we got the
Base Portal online!
He’s been ‘anxiously’
awaiting this!

Major…!

Yea, I heard you all the way over from the
teleportation bay. That’s good news. Now you
can start getting Medical up and ready, right?
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To a point. Most
of that equipment
is too old. We’ll
need some new,
state-of-the-art
gear.

WHOA! STOP!!
I mean, it’s not like I
can’t handle going ‘old
school’ if we have to. I
mean, I was able to
revive Predominator
without ANY equipment…

Did I hear you correctly??

Did you just say
‘revive’…Predominator?

!?
Ah Hell.

Sorry, Major. In all the hustle and
insanity, I forgot to tell you. He’s
here. He’s alive…but…

…‘BUT’… WHAT?!? Out with it!

He’s not a whole man, Major.
Something’s happened to him…I
can’t explain. It’s like…if he tries
to remember things, he basically
has a brain aneurism and dies. I
already brought him back once…
today.

I’d…rather you don’t. The
shock…the flood of
memories if he sees you…I
don’t know what it’ll do to
him. He may die. Again.

…but…he is…alive,
right? Can I see him?

He needs serious medical
treatment. I can’t do that here.
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I…see.
Look, Major…I’m sorry
you had to find out this
way, but…I haven’t had
any time to…

Look…Andrew…why
don’t you go find
the French twins;
have them meet us at
the portal. I’ll go…
collect-up Hamilton.

Reeling from the news, Major
Invader, for the first time ever
…simply wanders the halls. He’s
always walked them with
purpose, but at this moment, the
shock of this news belays all
other thoughts and actions.
After nearly 70 years…

He’s alive.

No…no. Don’t
apologize. I
understand.

What
about…?

John…
you
ok?

Yea. Right as rain…

Isolate
him…for now.
We’ll…figure
something
out. Later.

The Wall of Heroes.
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The Major remembers…

He remembers how ‘Dom’ was…
He remembers the day he went missing…
He remembers the funeral…
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Dom was like the son you
never had.

And now…he’s back
decades later…
outta the blue.

The son you wanted.
Like Baron Berlin.
The son that always
would’ve made you proud.

Like Axis Force.

As the Major ponders those
questions, Doc shuffles ‘Dom’
off to the Medical bay.

Is this someone’s sick and twisted
game? Nearly 100 years old, and NOW
the son you always wanted-Dom-is
back, but damaged. Your greatest foe,
baron Berlin is back with his forces.
You also now have two grandkids you
never even knew existed before today.
When does this end? WHEN??

As Doc darts about the base, he
recalls the Major’s visage
when Doc told him about ‘Dom’
being alive.

After than he runs about the
base finding the French
twins, informing them where
to meet up at.

He’s never seen such emotion
in the old man’s face before.
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The Eagle Has…Died?
The art of war is simple enough. Find out where the enemy is. Get at him as soon as you can. Strike at him
as hard as you can and as often as you can, and keep moving on." -General Ulysses S. Grant

In the Gulf of Mexico, 20 miles off the coast of Veracruz, Mexico, the waters glow a crystal blue
on a hazy, humid afternoon. The occasional Seagull floats about on the wind, and the lazy winds
barely alter the surface or the azure beauty of these Gulf waters that formant a state of serenity.
Today, however, without a cloud in the sky, a storm is brewing…

The ARM Veracruz*, C003, an Aegis-type Cruiser of the Mexican Navy.

*ARM: Armada de Mexico
-El Admiral e Deej
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The Veracruz has been on
patrol the last week in the
Gulf, officially hunting for
‘pirates’ and drug runners
off of Mexico’s coast.
In all truth, there is more
going on behind THIS closed
door, than meets the eye…
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<Code blue! Incoming
hyper-porter signal!>*

<The new Hyperporter status board
is blue-lighted! Go
for transport!>

*translated from Mexican
Spanish -Guapo Deej
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<He’s flatlined! Boost
the cardio gain!>

<Relax,
Lieutenant! El
Aguila always
likes to make
an entrance,
that’s all!>

<See! He’s
just
hamming
it up.>

Nn..gluh..nn…
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<Control, we’ve got him
but he’s in VERY bad
shape! The ‘porter is in
locked-overdrive just
trying to get him to 5%
health!>

<Stat…STATUS…>

Madre de Dios!
<Look at all the
blood…!>

<We are 200 miles from where you
were ported from, senor. The new
hyper-mediporter technology was
able to modulate between scrambler
frequencies, just like you said it
should>, El Aguila!

<I understand you want a full
briefing on this, sir,
but…wait…what’s that noise on your
end? Sounds like…bombs? Sir?
Hello? Hello??>

<Sc…Scan…for
hostiles…>

<Sir, we…>

<Heh. Who would’ve thought the
great solo hero El Aguila has
had a support team for over 7
years now for things like this? >

NOW! unhn…>

<
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<Aguiila, we lost comms
with command. The line
is dead on their end.>

<Yes? Hello, Captain.
Yes. We have him. He’s
still healing in the
field now. Why…?>

<Why won’t the field
drop? Is he hurt THAT
bad? We can’t move him
until the field drops!>

Nn..gluh..nn…

cc..

CONSPIRACY..nn…

<Ah, sir, all our
scans beyond the
shore are now
saturated…>

<WHAT?!? The Mexican
Eagle just assassinated
El Presidente!?! That’s
impossible!! He’s right
here!>

<Senor, I
got a bad
feeling
about this…>

<El Presidente is
dead. They said Aguila
killed him…>

<That’s a lie! We have his
mediporter coordinates
and time stamp. We’ve got
proof he wasn’t there!>
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<What’s happening,
Senor? Who would do
such a thing to you?>

nn..

No TIME..nn…reverse the
‘porter…NOW…then jump
overboard…NOW!! *

<Ah, folks, all my
electronics are
powering down…>

Uhn*

<He passed out!>

<Hello? Hello??I
just lost comms
again! No signal!>

<Quickly! Before
the Mediporter’s
Capacitor charge
drains off!
Reverse the
porter!>

<How do you
reverse it?>
<But the manual
says to only
reverse in the
event of an
extreme
emergency…>

<Team…the last words
I heard was that El
Aguila was shown on
live TV killing El
presidente..>

<Is it this
switch here?>

<Moron! There IS no
place safe! We’re ALL
being hunted right now!>

<C’mon,
man!
Move!
Move!>

<I’m not
leaving until
El Aguila is
safe first!>

<We’re being setup!
Whoever killed El
Presidente is making
us the fall guys!>
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<C’mon! Keep
trying! Press
that amber
button! Maybe
that’s it!>
They’re trying
to kill us all!
They don’t want
any witnesses!
They’ll destroy
all proof!>

<Battlestations?
This can’t be
happening! We
have NO POWER!!>

<We’re not going to make it.
Gentlemen, it has been an
honor to work beside you and
El Aguila.> Vaya con Dios.
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NEXT ISSUE: What more is there to say? “Home Invasion” wraps up its story arc as everything
starts to come together for some…and fall apart for others! The activites at the now-powered HQ
get busier! The fate of Ms. Vindicator and El Aguila revealed! And FINALLY…the NEW Allied
Fighters team WILL BE BORN! SEE YOU IN 30!
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Some pretty intense stories of late, eh? Well, as things start to converge for the team’s formation,
things couldn’t get more chaotic…or real.
Some of the subplot stories we are writing about here aren’t just made-up stories, but recorded,
actual stories of real folks’ plights, told with a comics spin to it and a superhero comic’s imagination.
One of theis issue’s stories is a true story about a husband and his timid wife, both of which played
online games. One day, her husband died. Through her grief, her online community was there for
her not only for solace, but to help her build up her self-esteem through gaming by encouraging her
to lead others in teams. Today, that woman is a vice chairman for a software firm. Talk about a
changeup! Stories like that interest me, and as such I meld stories like those in the pages on the
New Allied Fighters, as well as tell the long journey of the New Allied Fighters in the 21st century.
As we close out of the “Home Invasion” story arc, we’ll be introducing more unique characters. We’ll
be bringing in more villains and action, including what Baron Berlin has been up to. Worst of all
though…is that not all heroes live, and even those who simply live in these pages…may not actually
be heroes when the time for them is needed Watch for our latest series, MDU PRESENT soon!

Allied Fighters Base HQ War Room

Want to contact us? Send an email or message to:
majordeejuniverse@yahoo.com
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